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To clarify the Postal Service’s petition to consider proposed changes in analytical 

principles, filed June 21, 2019, the Postal Service is requested to provide written 

responses to the following questions.1  Answers to each question should be provided as 

soon as they are developed, but no later than October 11, 2019. 

1. In the Proposed Study, for regular delivery, the Postal Service estimates 

alternative econometric equations using the restricted quadratic model that 

include “just the first and second order terms of the variables and only the cross 

products that involve volume.”  Proposed Study at 40.  The Postal Service then 

computes condition indexes and re-estimates the variabilities, using the restricted 

quadratic model.  Id. at 40-41.  Finally, the Postal Service compares the re-

estimated variabilities with the condition indexes and variabilities obtained from 

the full quadratic model for all eight econometric equations.  Id. at 40-42, Tables 

13-15. 

                                            

1 Petition of the United States Postal Service for the Initiation of a Proceeding to Consider 
Proposed Changes in Analytical Principles (Proposal One), June 21, 2019 (Petition).  The following were 
filed on June 21, 2019, in support of the Petition:  Library Reference USPS-RM2019-6/1, Public Material 
Relating to Proposal One; Library Reference USPS-RM2019-6/NP1, Nonpublic Material Relating to 
Proposal One; and “A New Study of Special Purpose Route Carrier Costs,” by Michael D. Bradley, 
Department of Economics, George Washington University (Proposed Study).  The Postal Service also 
filed Library Reference USPS-RM2019-6/NP2 on July 31, 2019, Library Reference USPS-RM2019-6/NP3 
on August 12, 2019, Library Reference USPS-RM2019-6/NP4 on August 15, 2019, Library Reference 
USPS-RM2019-6/2 on August 27, 2019, and Library Reference USPS-RM2019-6/NP5 on September 4, 
2019. 
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a. Please re-estimate four econometric equations for Sunday delivery,2 using 

the restricted quadratic model specification.  For the restricted model, in 

each of the four econometric equations, consider “just the first and second 

order terms of the explanatory variables and only the cross products that 

involve volume.”  Proposed Study at 40.  With your response, please 

include the SAS Program (.sas file), as well as SAS logs and listings 

containing the results (.log and .lst files), as was provided for the restricted 

quadratic model for regular delivery.3 

b. Please provide a table with a comparison between Sunday variabilities for 

each of the four months, estimated using the restricted and full quadratic 

specifications, similar to Table 15.  Proposed Study at 42. 

c. Please compute condition indexes for each of the four months’ Sunday 

delivery econometric equations, estimated using the restricted and full 

quadratic specifications.  With your response, please include SAS logs 

and listings containing the results (.log and .lst files), as well as a table 

with the comparison between the computed condition indexes, similar to 

Tables 13 and 14.  Id. at 40-41. 

2. The Postal Service states that it found it “appropriate to estimate the Sunday 

variability on LDC 24 hours and apply the regular delivery variability to the LDC 

23 portion of peak Sunday hours.”  Id. at 69.  For this reason, the Postal Service 

adopted this approach for the Special Purpose Route costing study.  Id. at 69-70, 

                                            

2 These econometric equations are for the months of March, June, September, and December, 
respectively.  Proposed Study at 69.  They are estimated based upon volumes and hours recorded in 
Labor Distribution Code (LDC) 24.  Id. at 69-70; see also Library Reference USPS-RM2019-6/1, folders 
“SPR.Prop.1.Fldr.1.Public Files,” “Public Folder,” “Directory 3 Sunday Delivery Programs and Results,” 
“Sunday Results,” SAS output files “Sunday LDC24 March,” “Sunday LDC24 June,” “Sunday LDC24 
September,” and “Sunday LDC24 December.” 

3 See Library Reference USPS-RM2019-6/1, folders “SPR.Prop.1.Fldr.1.Public Files,” “Public 
Folder,” “Directory 2 Regular Delivery Programs and Results,” “Restricted Quadratic Programs,” and 
“Restricted Quadratic Results.” 
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80 n.34.  As an alternative to the four monthly Sunday delivery equations, the 

Postal Service considered and tested an estimation of a combined regression 

equation for the three non-peak months (Alternative Equation) and a separate 

regression equation for peak month December.4  These econometric equations 

were estimated for “combined LDC[ ]23 and [LDC] 24 observations.”5 

a. Please re-estimate the Alternative Equation for Sunday delivery on only 

LDC 24 hours, using the full quadratic specification.  Please compute a 

condition index for this equation and include SAS logs and listings 

containing the results (.log and .lst files) with your response. 

b. Please re-estimate the Alternative Equation for Sunday delivery on only 

LDC 24 hours, using the restricted quadratic specification.  For the 

restricted model, in the Alternative Equation, consider “just the first and 

second order terms of the explanatory variables and only the cross 

products that involve volume.”  Proposed Study at 40.  Please compute 

the condition index for the re-estimated equation and include SAS logs 

and listings containing the results (.log and .lst files) with your response. 

3. Discussing “the Postal Service’s CPMS density study data used to estimate the 

collection variability,” the Postal Service notes that “the Saturday data set 

contains 228,459 synthetic observations that do not contain any data for any 

variable.”6  Please identify these observations and explain the reason for their 

inclusion in the Saturday dataset. 

  

                                            

4 Responses of the United States Postal Service to Questions 1-8 of Chairman’s Information 
Request No. 1, July 22, 2019, question 5. 

5 Id. file “Q.5.Sunday.Offpeak.Combined.SAS.pdf;” see also Proposed Study at 68-69. 

6 Response of the United States Postal Service to Public Representative Pleading, September 5, 
2019, at 6-7 (emphasis omitted). 
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By the Chairman. 
 
 
 

Robert G. Taub 


